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Executive summary
• Demand for international residential property from non-resident buyers, in particular for
second homes, continues to rise – overseas second home ownership by GB households
grew by nearly 95% between 1993-2004.
• This trend has been driven by rising levels of affluence and a desire to “plan for the
future” – either for investment or retirement purposes.
• Currency has been a major consideration for buyers: since the end of 2000, sterling has
appreciated over 20% against the dollar.
• 2005 promises to be another active year for international residential markets with the
factors driving buyer demand remaining and the increasing availability of low cost flights
opening up new markets for buyers in emerging locations.
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Introduction
I am delighted to introduce the International Residential Review. This is the inaugural edition
of a publication that we hope will both complement our International Catalogue, and provide
buyers, sellers and those interested in residential property overseas, with up-to-date figures,
trends and comment.
The locations covered not only reflect Knight Frank’s commitment to providing expertise
genuinely across the world, but also address the key markets where demand and interest
is greatest.
Patrick Dring,
Head of International
Residential Department

In establishing key figures on the property markets in each of these locations, we have relied
upon the local expertise that we have in place on the ground.
A key objective of the Review is to build up this data over the years, so that the reader
may glean an accurate view, and measured perspective of the growth or otherwise of
different markets.
We will be featuring different aspects of the overseas market in each Review; in this first
addition, the special topic is the second homes market.

James Price,
Associate, International
Residential Department

“The ownership of second homes abroad by GB households has
increased by an average of 10% per annum over the past 10 years
– we believe this rate is sustainable over the coming decade.”

Special feature
The international second homes market
An expanding market
A combination of rising affluence, increased availability of low cost mortgage finance and, more recently, the
growing perception of residential property as a viable investment option, especially in the light of mounting
disenchantment with stock market and pensions performance, has seen a growing number of households
around the globe acquire a second home over the past decade.
The relaxation of exchange controls, greater foreign travel (facilitated by the increase in low cost flight
destinations) and often the opportunity for purchasers to buy more cheaply than in their domestic market
have persuaded more people to extend the concept of second home ownership to include overseas locations.
The rate of expansion in second homes market over the past two decades is demonstrated by data from the
ODPM. In 1994, an estimated 329,000 households in Great Britain owned (at least one) second home, 28%
of them outside the country. By 2003 this figure had risen by 51% to 497,000 of which 36% owned
properties outside Great Britain. This represents a near doubling of the ownership of second homes abroad
within a decade when the increase in the actual number of households involved is considered – from 91,000
in 1994 to 177,000 in 2003.
Knight Frank has first hand experience of the growth of this market – we have seen the volume of overseas
instructions from UK buyers almost double since 2000.
Given the growth of this market over the past decade and the likely scale of future growth it is both surprising
and disappointing that the tracking of overseas purchases of residential property is not followed in more detail
by official statistics. The potential implications from a balance of payments and a tax perspective alone
Ile St Louis, France

www.knightfrank.com

suggest that a more comprehensive monitor is required.

Knight Frank
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The impact of the market
The increased appetite for overseas property has had a significant impact on the most sought after locations.
This has manifested itself predominantly in two ways: first it has triggered considerable new developments
in many of the traditional holiday locations, especially in the coastal areas of the sunbelt countries in Europe,
the Caribbean, Florida and Australia and South Africa.
Second, it has accelerated house price inflation, in many cases to the extent that local residents can no
longer afford to buy property there. It has also had a positive impact on many local economies in terms of
increased consumer spending and infrastructure improvements, the latter point being particularly apparent in
southern Spain.
Despite the attractions, buying any second property is not without risk and the risk factor can be
multiplied in relation to overseas property. Complications can arise from any number of areas, including:
• Legal matters (in terms of establishing clear title)
• Currency risk (exchange rate fluctuations could either add to or reduce the cost of a property depending
upon completion time)
Ibiza

• Maintenance/security while the property is unoccupied (it will often be necessary to open a local bank
account to pay for utility bills),
• Tax implications (with regard to occupation, acquisition/disposal and any rental income),
• Changes in local market regulations affecting property

“The impact of foreign
buyers in markets across
the world has been
substantial – most
obviously in the huge
increase in new
development and the
spiralling of prices…”

• Language/cultural difficulties in arranging sales and lettings contracts.
Keeping track of local market performance trends from a distance can also pose problems in terms of taking
advantage of cycles and obtaining value for money. These risks can be minimised by seeking advice from local
market experts who can facilitate the buying and selling process as well as negotiating optimum prices.

“…Invest in Spain
claims that foreigners
own around 53% of
the £3 million second
homes in Spain.”
Prospect Ridge, Grand Cayman

The future of the sector
Looking ahead, ownership of second homes abroad is certain to increase. We believe double digit annual
growth is sustainable over the next five years. The drivers of demand for this type of property referred to
above are unlikely to change in the near to medium-term. Indeed, they are likely to gather momentum.
Advances in communications technology have already facilitated remote working and will doubtless become
even more sophisticated.
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Overheating in some parts of the domestic market could increasingly persuade people to consider
opportunities in other countries. This could be further enhanced by favourable currency movements –
although this is potentially a double-edged sword as exchange rates can weaken as well as strengthen.
In the UK concern about inheritance tax may also be fuelling increased demand at the upper end of the
market while the number of households contemplating lifestyle changes or retirement options in sunnier
climes is also likely to rise.
As new destinations are opened up, for example the recent EU entrants and those that aspire to entry in the
near future, so new opportunities will present themselves. One indication of the scale of future buyer demand
can be gleaned from tourist statistics. Using Great Britain as an example, the number of British overseas tourist
visits totalled 17.5 million in 1980 – by 2003 this figure had more than tripled to reach 61.4 million.
Those same tourists spent £2,738 million in 1980 and £28,893 million in 2003 – more than a 10-fold
increase. Clearly not all tourists will buy overseas property, however according to UK government data,
some 2.8 million people emigrated from the UK in the decade to 2002, the majority of them to countries
within Europe.
Palazzo Bardi, Florence, Italy

Existing second home owners will also remain an important source of new demand either by upgrading
property requirements in the same location or by moving to new markets.
Whatever their reasons, buyers of foreign property will have a number of common items on their “shopping
list” over and above those relating to the specification and condition of the property, the most important of
which will be:

“The choice of locations
continues to increase,
with some buyers now
seeking better value in
emerging markets such
as Croatia, Turkey and
Bulgaria.”

• Warm climate
• Accessibility and local infrastructure
• Security and management arrangements
• Access to leisure and health facilities
• Cost of living
On the development side, there is likely to be an increase in hotel-related residential schemes with major
brands such Four Seasons, Starwood and Marriott increasingly recognising the opportunity to capitalise on the
rising demand for residential property in holiday locations around the globe. The quality of construction is also
improving to match buyer expectations. Markets are responding to the influx of foreign buyers by improving
local infrastructure provision.

Location analysis
The preferred locations for European second home purchasers are traditionally Spain and France. For
example, an estimated 40% of the market in Gascony is accounted for by second home buyers. Italy and
Portugal are also popular locations. In Italy the second homes market probably accounts for the majority
of demand in the Tuscany region, with purchasers originating mainly from the UK and other northern
European countries, and some Russian buyers now in evidence.
All these locations offer a combination of good climate and accessibility. As the more mature markets have
become increasingly popular and expensive, buyers have sought new locations offering greater value for
money and which are less developed.
Croatia

The growth in the availability and destinations of international air flights has facilitated buyers’ ability to
look further afield in areas such as USA (in particular, Florida), and the Caribbean. Other non-European
countries, such as South Africa, Canada and Australia, for example, account for nearly one fifth of overseas
second homes owned by UK households.

www.knightfrank.com
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Central Europe has become more popular in recent years, with Croatia and Bulgaria joining Hungary and
the Czech Republic as target locations, although difficulties in obtaining clear title have acted as a partial
brake upon foreign interest. More recently, new developments aimed at high net worth buyers have sprung
up in Dubai and Morocco, both providing year round sun closer to western Europe.

International residential property review

Figure 1

Economic background

GDP growth
5

The global economy has enjoyed stronger performance in 2004, albeit growth rates since Q2 have slowed in
a number of countries. The inflation environment generally remains benign and interest rates low, although

Change % p.a.
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inflationary pressures prompted by oil and commodity price rises and, in a number of countries, house price
inflation, have triggered an upward movement in rates.

3

The US economy, effectively the world’s economic barometer, is sending out mixed signals at present
with consumer spending easing in the wake of higher energy prices and interest rate spikes, although they

2

remain low.
The majority of Asia is experiencing robust growth, with the big economies of China and India among the
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star performers. Korea, Indonesia and the Philippines are notable exceptions to the overall picture with the
0

latter two countries also handicapped by both structural and political issues.
In western Europe; some countries, notably Germany, Italy, Holland, Portugal and Switzerland have
underperformed while the UK, Ireland and Sweden have displayed very good performance. Growth in

2004

2005

these countries has been primarily driven by external demand, which has slowed as the year has progressed.

Source: Consensus Forecasts

Domestic demand in Europe generally remains weak in the face of weak labour markets and subdued
income growth.
Central and eastern Europe have experienced faster growth this year although inflation remains high by
western European standards and interest rates are on average around two to three times higher than those
of their western neighbours.

Figure 2

Inflation

The outlook for 2005 is for sustained growth, albeit at a slower rate, with US GDP growth, at 2.3%, forecast
to outpace the Eurozone average of 1.8%. Inflation is expected to fall marginally which should ease the

3.0

likelihood of further interest rate rises.

Change % p.a.
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“A healthy economy and solid employment prospects underpin
property markets – Eurozone growth is forecast to reach 1.8% in
2005, with projected US growth higher at 2.3%.”
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Residential market snapshots –
Europe
France
After a relatively quiet first half, the French market has been very active since May. Buyer preference has been

2003

2004

Source: Consensus Forecasts

2005

for original or restored properties around Paris, Normandy, the Loire Valley, and the South of France, and
apartments in the western districts of Paris. The main sources of demand are private buyers. Development
activity outside Paris has focused around new resort development, especially golf courses in the south. Within
Paris, however, new residential development is limited.
Over the coming 12 months the French market will remain active, mainly due to foreign buyers and prices
should continue to rise slowly but steadily. Foreign buyers will also be encouraged by the change in legislation
at the beginning of the year whereby CGT rates for EU residents was reduced from 25% to 16%.
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“ France and Spain
between them account
for 59% of English
households owning
second homes abroad.”

Moulin de l’Ange, France

In the South West, market activity in 2004 has reduced by around 30%. Buyer preference has been
concentrated within a 30 minute drive-time of Auch, approximately 60 minutes from Toulouse airport.
Professionally restored, well presented country houses with landscaped grounds are particularly sought after.
North Europeans, predominantly British, dominate the market. Availability has risen over the year as there
is a feeling that prices have peaked and it is a good time to sell, however, this is having a depressing effect
on prices.
The Cote d’Azur market overall has been subdued although foreign buyers are prominent and include both
principal and secondary home owners. The strong price inflation of recent years is provoking a reaction
among potential buyers and prices have been levelling out this year, and in some cases falling where speedy
sales are required by the vendor.
Stock availability has increased which has also had an impact on prices, secondhand prices. Buyer demand
remains firm, however the gap between buyer and vendor expectations needs to narrow before transaction
activity picks up and there are signs that this is indeed happening.

Monaco
Activity has been slower in 2004 but the deals transacted have been of high quality – this reflects the profile
of the typical buyers who are only interested in the top locations. The main reason for the slowdown in
activity has been high prices. Also, availability is low as there has been virtually no new construction. Sites in
particular, are in very short supply. New build is typically pre-sold when it occurs and re-sales are generally
very quick.
The market is dominated by foreign buyers (driven largely by tax considerations) with a high proportion
of investors apparent. Although the market has slowed, prices for both new and second hand properties have
continued to rise (by around 10% for apartments). Looking ahead, the market is likely to stay subdued over
the coming year as there is little new supply due to come to the market. Prime properties will hold their price
Monaco Harbour

www.knightfrank.com

however anything less than prime will need to see some price reduction to achieve a sale.

Knight Frank
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Croatia
The market for both buying and leasing has become increasingly active since the spring. Old houses and villas, as
well as land, offering sea views are popular, primarily on the Istrian peninsula on the north coast and in

“Emerging markets are
realising that the influx
of foreigners buying
property has positive
spin-offs for their
economies and are
making efforts to
enhance their
attractiveness, in
terms of improvements
to infrastructure
and amenities.”

Dubrovnik and surrounding areas in the south.
In the best locations foreign purchasers dominate the market and benefit from their higher buying power
compared to locals. Newly built accommodation is mainly delivered in condominium-style properties close to the
coast. However, future coastal development will be limited as ongoing revision of zoning laws includes a new law
that forbids building within a 70 metre zone from the coastline.
Ongoing extensions to the road network continue to improve accessibility. By summer 2005, the highway from
Zagreb to Split (Dugopolja) will total 380 km and by 2010 the coastal highway from Trieste to Dubrovnik should
be completed. Residential property prices have recorded sustained double digit growth over several years and are
approaching record levels. Demand is expected to remain robust although the supply of high-end properties is
likely to remain limited.

Moscow
The seasonal summer slowdown was exacerbated this year by a mini banking crisis, however, since the beginning
of September activity has picked up. More than 20% of buyers are looking for properties in excess of US$500,000.
The most sought after locations are in the city centre within the Garden ring, in particular Ostozhenka, Patriarshie
Prudi and Arbat. Country houses are very popular – the number of country houses in gated communities has
almost tripled since 2000.
Demand has driven up land prices during the last couple of years. For example, in the prestigious Zhukovka area
on Rublevskoe shosse, prices have risen 1,200% since 2000. Currently much of the price growth is driven by
investor speculation. The majority of apartments are acquired in cash transactions.
The supply of high quality buildings in prime locations is very limited due to difficulties in obtaining land and the
complex building and planning regulations. Supply shortages mean that prices for new build continue to rise – in
September alone by around 5%-7% – as do those for secondhand properties. Prices for city centre prime buildings
should continue to rise as demand is increasing and supply remains very limited.

Italy
Overall activity across the Tuscany region has been stable over the past 18 months, although with greater activity
in the €250,000-750,000 range. The core areas (e.g. Chianti) still retain their popularity and value, although
buyers will search for greater value in outer lying areas.
A key factor is accessibility, in particular distance to airports. Demand is dominated by second home owners.
There has been increased demand from Italian clients in city centres who wish to be part of the high specification
international market. UK demand remains solid, while northern Europeans are replacing US and German demand
which has fallen off.
City centre high specification product is highly sought after, for example the Palazzo Bardi scheme in Florence with
apartments in the €375,000-2,500,000 bracket, has seen 11 out of 21 units reserved. Demand for prime product
in stand alone settings is also good – Knight Frank currently has five houses under offer at between €2.5m and
€4.7m. Agriturismo properties are adding to the overall supply as a result of falling rental levels.
In some cases, there remains a wide gap between vendor and purchaser expectations and those keen to sell are
reducing their asking prices. Prices for units in good developments have seen increases of 10-15% over the past
year. Prices remain stable at the upper end.
Over the coming year, supply is likely to increase but demand will remain firm only for good quality product. We
also anticipate increased demand for development stock so yields are increasingly likely to be better on these than
on second hand properties.
Moscow

Current legislation on Inheritance Tax and Capital Gains Tax is also likely to help fuel future demand from abroad.
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Marbella
Activity has been focussed mainly on the apartment sector in 2004 in contrast to previous years where
villas and houses dominated the market, as the latter have become increasingly expensive, so buyer demand
has softened.
Overall sales volumes this year have been higher, but deals have been mostly at the lower end of the market.
Buyer demand remains firm albeit it is more price conscious. Foreign buyers (mainly UK, Irish and
Scandinavians) dominate the market, with some buying for owner-occupation and others for investment.
On new developments, at least a quarter of Knight Frank’s purchasers are investors (even higher ratio in
overall market) with a lot of off-plan sales. The market is fairly evenly balanced between new homes and
re-sales activity. In the range up to €500,000 Marbella is now seeing considerable competition from other
locations both elsewhere in Spain and in other countries.
Development activity remains at a high level. There is no shortage of sites, although developers are moving
further inland because large tracts of coastal land are now almost developed out. Indeed, the Marbella
authorities stopped issuing construction licences earlier this year until a new local plan has been prepared
amid concern about over development.
Prices have risen on average by around 10% over the past year although the market is showing signs of
slowing. Demand prospects are encouraging as the number of foreigners looking to settle is rising and their
average age is falling.

Mallorca
2004 has seen an increase in sales activity of the order of 10%, mainly at the upper end of the market. However,
sales activity has remained steady at the mid to lower end of the market (€200,000-500,000 bracket).
Most of the recent developments that have come onto the market prior to the moratorium on new residential
Casa Alma, El Madronal, Marbella

building during the past five years have now sold out. Foreign buyers dominate, with UK and German buyers
still predominant. Buyers are mainly owner-occupiers, although some investment purchases have taken place.
Off-plan sales are thus rare and a show home is essential to achieve good take-up.
New development in existing areas is limited with the moratorium and new stock is correspondingly limited
on the island. The south west has traditionally been very popular and is the most expensive location on the
island. However, recent infrastructure improvements have increased demand in other parts of the island,
notably Pollensa, Deia and Soller to the north.
There is a solid re-sales market in the established locations and with 17 golf courses, 22 marinas and its
international airport, this market should remain strong. Because of this and the continued lack of new
development, prices are likely to remain fairly stable.

Rest of the World
Australia
The luxury markets around the country continue to record robust levels of activity with record prices having
recently been achieved in Melbourne and the Gold Coast. The above A$10m segment has been particularly
active in Sydney this year, with 14 major transactions recorded.
The most notable have been the A$21.5m acquisition of the Villa De Mare mansion at Point Piper, and a
A$16m purchase of a penthouse in the “Cove” apartment tower in the CBD. In Melbourne, the purchase
of a luxury estate in St Georges Road, Toorak for A$17.5m has set a new benchmark high for the city’s
tightly held upper end market. The Gold & Sunshine Coast markets have accounted for 80% of sales in the
Mallorquin waterfront

A$5m+ bracket this year. Much of this is being driven by high net worth individuals trading up or acquiring
lifestyle assets.

www.knightfrank.com

Knight Frank

“The range of location
and property type
available to buyers is
enormous – from estates
in the rolling hills of
Tuscany to beach front
apartments in Barbados.”
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Barbados

Barbados
Activity tends to be seasonal: during the winter months (mid-December to mid-April), the number of deals
concluded over the past year was approximately twice as high as during the summer period. In the main
clients look for properties with beach frontages or close to the sea. Gated communities are also popular as are
properties offering golf course access.
There is a high percentage of UK purchasers, mostly in the second homes sector, and only a small percentage
buys for investment purposes.
Availability for properties is generally very good but there is a limited amount of beach-fronted detached
homes on offer. There is also a shortage of properties between US$500,000-US$1 million. The development
pipeline is healthy, however: a further 24 one and two bedroom units are being constructed at Sugar Hill; 27
beach-front condos at Waterside are in planning with completion scheduled for 2005 with a further 48 units
scheduled for delivery in 2005 at Outlook.
Elsewhere, 26 condo units at Glitter Bay are being refurbished and ten golf villas and 15 estate lots are
being delivered at Trump Villas, Canouan, in the Grenadines. The supply additions in 2005 should ensure
an active market over the coming 12 months given the known demand for beach front gated community
type properties.

Phuket
The Phuket market is still in its infancy with only around 1,600 residential units sold since 1986, although it is
moving into a strong development growth period. Nearly 75% of Phuket’s entire international grade stock is
located in the north west of Phuket (i.e. Kamala and above) due to its proximity to the airport, golf courses
Umbria

and Surin Beach.
The Laguna projects – Banyan Tree, Laguna Residences and Laguna Golf Villa – are examples of successful
new developments. Hong Kong buyers dominate the market, accounting for over half of all second home
purchases in 2003, followed by Singaporeans. Europeans, mainly from the UK, Belgium and France, were the
third largest buyer group last year, with a 10% market share.
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The European market is expected to grow considerably over the next 3 to 5 years, as European locations
become increasingly expensive and the Tourism Authority of Thailand steps up its aggressive marketing push
into the European and Scandinavian countries.

“Whilst overseas properties
have become more
accessible, buyers would
be well advised to ensure
that they know the local
market thoroughly before
purchasing. This includes
learning about everything L’Orchidee, Phuket
from the acquisition
process through to
South Africa
“everyday life” in terms
In South Africa, average house prices rose by nearly 25% in the year to Q2 - the highest real year-on-year price
of legal, cultural and
rise in any quarter since the early eighties. Although various factors have supported the housing market of late,
taxation matters.”
low interest rates have probably been the major reason behind this strong growth. However, the effect of low
interest rates is thought to be declining and growth in house prices is likely to have slowed by year-end.

USA
Investor demand for apartments is soaring to new heights. In the first three quarters of 2004, apartment
investment transactions totalled $30.3 billion, surpassing the full-year total of $29.3 billion in 2003. The
average cap rate for garden style apartments ended the third quarter at 6.87 percent, down by 58 basis
points over the prior four quarters. Surging demand for mid- and high-rise apartments pushed the average
cap fell by 112 basis points over the last four quarters to end the third quarter of 2004 at 6.59 percent.
Growing demand and dwindling supply are sustaining property prices in New York City, with the median sale
price of a Manhattan apartment reported to have increased by 21% over the past year to top the $1 million
level. In addition to the traditionally desirable locations, developers are successfully expanding into the Far
West Village and the Upper West Side.
The apartment lettings market is strengthening in key markets, with New York, Los Angeles, Washington DC,
San Diego, Orange County, Las Vegas and New Jersey identified as offering strong prospects for investors over
the next five years.

www.knightfrank.com
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Table 1 Key price and transaction cost data in selected locations
Location

Average purchase
price (€‘000’s)

Price change over

Transaction costs (as % of purchase price)

Annual rental

past 12 months

Apartment

Villa

Apartment

Villa

London

2,300

4,600

+7.6%

Florence

750

5,000

Monaco

2,750

Moscow

2,500

yield
Transfer Tax

Agent’s Fee

Apartment

Villa

+5.2%

4%

Paid by vendor 0.25-0.5%

5.1%

5.50%

+10%

0%

10%

0-3%

1-2%

4%

4%

n/a

+10%

n/a

9%

3%

Included in transfer taxes

3%

n/a

5,000

+30%

+40%

13% income tax if

2-4%

1-2% (included

12%

6%

4%

4%

3%

5%

?

?

property held for less

Legal Costs

in transfer tax)

than 5 years
Paris
Barbados

1,500

3,500

+10%

+10%

6.5%

4%

Included in transfer taxes

700

1,600

+5%

+5%

Foreigners are exempt

Paid by vendor 1.5-2%

from transfer tax
Cote d’Azur

875

1,500

flat

0%

6.5-8%

5%

Included in transfer taxes

Croatia

300

900

+20%

+35%

5%

3%

1%

20%

20%

Mallorca

500

1,500

Marbella

400

1,750

+5%

+10%

7%

5%

2-3%

4-5%

5%

+10%

+10%

7%

5%

2-3%

4-5%

5%

SW France

n/a

600

n/a

< 5%

6.5-8%

5%

Included in transfer taxes

n/a

3%

Tuscany

500

2,500

0%

-10%

10%

0-3%

1-2%

5%

5%

Source: Knight Frank

Key Assumptions relating to table:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The price and yield data relate to “average prime” and exclude exceptional deals.
All figures are exclusive of VAT.
The apartment data relate to a hypothetical 2 bed apartment (150 sq m) in a quality location within the regions shown above.
The above villa data relate to a hypothetical 4 bed villa/townhouse (300 sq m) in a quality location within the regions shown above.
In some areas the above property types are rarely found and figures are based on pro-rated assumptions.
The figures include typical costs under current market conditions and do not allow for “exceptional circumstances.”
The annual rental yield is a gross figure based on the annual rental income divided by the purchase price and assumes no void periods (i.e. year round occupancy).

Tuscany rolling hills
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